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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 


I. The Trial Court Erred in Denying Petitioner's Motion for New Trial Based upon the 
Prosecution Failure to Turn Over Exculpatory Brady Evidence. 

II. The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible Hearsay Evidence In Violation of the 
Confrontation Clause. 

III. Prosecution Improperly Argued Propensity Evidence. 
IV. The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible 404(a) Evidence by Asking Julie if She 

Knew Q to Carry a Gun Portraying Him as a Gun Toting Criminal. 
V. Antonio's Testimony that Slim ''Told Me (Antonio) Sunday They Were Going To 

Throw Dice Again. It Was Rematch Day" was Extremely Prejudicial Hearsay. 
VI. The Prosecution Argued His Personal Beliefs and Vouched the Credibility of the 

Witnesses Before the Jury. 
VII. The Prosecution Argued False Evidence Regarding Donovan Wade's criminal 

history. 
VIII. Cumulative Error. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

''The Homicide" 

In the early evening hours of November 11, 2007, Phillip Sirmons ("Victim" or "Slim") 

was shot and killed around the 1600 block of Huntington, West Virginia, in an alleyway off of 

Seventeenth-Street. More particularly the shooting occurred between Eleventh A venue and 

Doulton A venue near the Simms Apartment Building. Slim, a native of Detroit, Michigan, was 

also robbed of the crack cocaine he was selling near the time of his death. The Huntington Police 

Department ("HPD") arrived to investigate within an hour of the shooting and discovered the 

Victim lying on his back, surrounded by a pool of blood, with his pants pulled down. A crime 

scene was established, evidence was collected and photographed, and an investigation was 

launched to determine who shot Slim and why. 

''The Suspect" 

The investigation quickly established Quinton Peterson ("Petitioner" or "Q"), a 25 - year 

old man from Columbus, Ohio, as the suspect. Detectives were led to Petitioner by information 
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given to them by Donovan Wade ("Donovan"). Petitioner was later arrested on December 3,2007, 

in Columbus, Ohio, and brought back to Cabell County, West Virginia to face charges for killing 

Slim. 

''Theory of the Case" 

The prosecution's theory was simple. Q lost a bunch of money to Slim in a dice game 

played a few days before the shooting and Q was angry. A rematch was scheduled and held on 

Sunday, November 11,2007, where Q continued losing money to Slim. Q left the dice game for a 

short time before coming back into the alley to shoot Slim. Although there was no eye-witness to 

the shooting, one witness saw Q coming back into the alley with guns, heard a single gun shot, and 

saw Q leaving the alley. Q left Huntington that night and went to Columbus, Ohio. He was found 

and arrested on December 3,2007 and his mother's house was searched on December 4,2007. 

Within his mother's house was a pair of size 8 Timberland boots which matched the lug 

characteristics of bloody shoe print impressions left at the crime scene. 

The prosecution had all they needed to get a conviction - motive, physical evidence and a 

witness. However, as the following will point out, the prosecution motive was flawed, the evidence 

was false and inadmissible, and its witness was deceitful. Worst of all was the non-disclosure of a 

key eye-witness. This is the story of how Qwas wrongfully convicted followed by the reasons for 

which he should be awarded a new trial. 

"Motive to Kill - The Dice Game" 

In the late evening of Thursday, November 8, 2007, and into the early morning of Friday, 

November 9, 2007, Q, Slim and Antonio Smith ("Antonio") were shooting dice and gambling 

inside the home of Erin Stolze ("Erin") who lives in the alleyway in between Seventeenth Street 

and Doulton Avenue in Huntington, West Virginia. (Appx. Vol. II pgs. 117; 115-16). The dice 
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game lasted approximately two, two and a half hours and ended sometime around 2:00 a.m. Friday 

morning. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 117). Q, Slim, and Antonio all gambled on the dice game, but who 

won, who lost, and how those wins and losses effected everyone was in dispute at trial as the loser 

of the dice game had motive to kill. 

According to Antonio, Slim was the big winner of the dice game and Q was the big loser. 

(Appx. Vol. II pg. 105). Antonio testified that Q lost approximately $400 to $500 throughout the 

course of the night. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 105). Because Slim was winning Q's money, he became 

rather boisterous and loud toward Q. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 105). This caused Q to become so upset 

that a verbal confrontation began which almost escalated into a fist fight. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 106). 

However, no fist fight occurred because Q left Erin's house a little after 2:00 a.m. Friday morning. 

(Appx. Vol. II pg. 106-107). Antonio told the jury that Q said, "Damn, I wish I had my gun," as 

he was leaving Erin's house. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 107). 

Refuting Antonio's testimony, Q took the witness stand and testified there was no verbal 

altercation or fist fight between he and Slim. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 511). Q explained the dice game 

had its normal ebb and flow of winners and losers and that he actually won a couple dollars. (Appx. 

Vol. IV pg. 512-13; 516). He definitively testified that he did not lose $400 to $500 to Slim that 

night. (Appx. Vol. IV, pg 512). He also definitively testified that he did not say "Damn, I wish I 

had my gun," as he left Erin's house. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 516). In fact, Q testified that it was 

actually Antonio and Slim that were in the heated game of dice. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 515). 

According to Erin's testimony, oh wait, Erin didn't testify. Why not? Erin, the owner of the 

home the dice game was being played, was the other eyewitness to this dice game. Surely Erin 

could clear up the contradicting stories between Antonio and Petitioner. But curiously she was not 

called to testify. Leaving Erin out of the story was so curious that even the jury thought it was 
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odd. After closing arguments and in the middle of jury deliberations, the jury sent out questions 

for the judge: "Did Slim have a girlfriend? If so was that Erin?" and "Who is Erin? Where does 

she live? (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 604). 

''The Rematch" 

The prosecution used Antonio's version of the dice game to establish the foundation of 

Petitioner's motive for killing Victim. But evidence of only one dice game wasn't enough. To 

enhance Petitioner's motive, the Prosecution solicited testimony of a scheduled rematch between 

Petitioner and the Victim. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 108). The Prosecution even claimed a rematch was 

required by the "rules of the street" if the loser so demanded. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 107-108). 

Antonio testified he was with Slim the Saturday (November 10,2007) after the dice game 

and into the early morning of Sunday (November 11,2007). While hanging with Slim, Antonio 

testified that Slim told him Q demanded a rematch and that it was going to take place later that 

Sunday. (Appx. Vol. II. pg. 108). Obviously, Slim did not appear to testify as to any scheduled 

rematch, so Antonio's hearsay statement essentially could not be effectively disputed by Q. 

However, Q did adamantly dispute that any rematch was scheduled because he testified that he 

won money on the first dice game. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 559). 

Regardless, another dice game did occur. The second dice game between Petitioner and the 

Victim took place on Sunday (November 11, 2007) in the alley behind the Simms School 

Apartment buildings in Huntington. Petitioner testified that it wasn't a scheduled rematch as much 

as it was killing time as the two were dealing. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 521,559). The State, however, 

argued that it was indeed a scheduled rematch, and the results of the rematch were the same as the 

original dice game - Victim was the big winner, Petitioner was the big loser. According to the 

State, because he lost more money, Petitioner eventually left the second dice game furious and 
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went to his cousin's close-by apartment to get guns. Petitioner then returned and shot the Victim 

to death then robbed him of the crack he kept in his anus and the money in his pockets. To establish 

the events taking place in that alley, the prosecution called one witness and relied on one piece of 

physical evidence. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 631-634). 

''The Witness" 

The prosecution called Donovan Wade ("Donovan") to testify as its only eyewitness to the 

Victim's shooting death. Donovan testified that he was in the area of Seventeenth Street and 

Doulton A venue during the late evening hours of Sunday, November 11,2007, looking for drugs. 

(Appx. Vol. II pg. 163). Throughout the course of the evening, Donovan claimed he went and 

purchased several rocks of crack from Slim and Qon three separate occasions. (Appx. Vol. II. pgs. 

164, 166, 168). 

Donovan, a self-admitted crack-cocaine addict ("crack"), testified that he knew Slim well 

because Slim was his drug dealer, (Appx. Vol. II pg. 158), but he did not know Q, having only 

seen him a couple of times on the street. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 159). Donovan testified, however, that 

he did buy crack from Q on one occasion because he believed that Q was losing money in the dice 

game. (Appx. Vol. II pgs. 164, 166, 168). He also testified that each purchase only took a matter 

of minutes to complete and that he would then leave the alley to go get high off of his portion of 

the crack and sell the rest. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 165-166). 

Throughout his testimony Donovan stated that each time he made a drug purchase that he 

only observed Slim and Q in the alley. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 169). Donovan also testified he believed 

that Slim was winning money from Q because of an observation he made the first time he bought 

drugs. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 167-70). The second and third time Donovan bought drugs, however, he 

did not pay attention to the winner or loser of the dice game but instead focused on scoring crack. 
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The three purchases in the aIley, and the subsequent drug dealing by Donovan elsewhere, took 

only a matter of forty-five minutes. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 167-170). 

Donovan testified that after he sold the last crack-rock on the night of the shooting; he saw 

Q, who had apparently left the alley while he was selling drugs to a customer, walking back toward 

Slim's location. At that time, Donovan claimed that Q was tucking two guns into his waste band. 

(Appx. Vol. II pg. 171, 174). Donovan claimed he heard a single gun shot go off so he started 

walking away. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 175). A minute or two later, Donovan stated he saw Q trotting 

east away from the aIley. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 175). On cross-examination, Donovan admitted that 

he was high or under the influence of crack at the time he allegedly observed Q entering the alley 

with guns and running from the area after the shooting. He also admitted he did not see Q shoot 

anyone. (Appx. Vol. II pgs. 179,182). 

Strangely, the prosecution never questioned Donovan about what Petitioner was wearing 

on the evening in question, despite Donovan's very descriptive statement given to Detective 

McMillian on November 29, 2007, (18 days after the murder) describing Petitioner as wearing 

black sneakers on the night of the shooting. Particularly, Donovan told Detectives two times that 

Q was wearing black "Air Force Ones" when he observed the events surround Slim's shooting. 

However, at trial, Donovan was never questioned about this previous statement. 

''Donovan's Reward for Testifying" 

Notwithstanding his testimony of being high at the time of the shooting, Donovan had other 

credibility problems. Mainly, Donovan had extra incentive to testify against Petitioner at trial - it 

got him out of two felony drug charges. Specifically, before the shooting, on August 24, 2007, 

Donovan plead guilty to a felony delivery of a controlled substance. His prison sentence was 
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suspended and he was placed on probation for two years on September 21,2007. Therefore, at the 

time of the Victim's murder, Donovan was out on probation. 

However, Donovan continued selling drugs while on probation. On both October 19,2007, 

(Appx. Vol. I pg. 10) and November 2, 2007, (Appx. Vol. I pg. 11) he attempted to sell drugs to 

an undercover officer. On November 9, 2007, those officers filed criminal complaints in the 

Magistrate Court of Cabell County. Court records show that a Circuit Court arrest warrant was 

issued for probation violations based on his continued drug trafficking. However, Donovan was 

never picked up on these charges and remained on the streets until November 29, 2007, (18 days 

after Slim's murder). 

Upon finally being arrested for the two felony warrants, Donovan was immediately taken 

to the HPD to give a statement to Detective, Cass McMillian. This statement was not concerning 

the undercover sells, but regarding the Victim's murder and what he saw. At the beginning of the 

statement, Detective McMillian acknowledged that he had arrested Donovan for the new criminal 

complaints for trafficking, but that he was not interested in discussing those charges. Rather, 

Detective McMillian only inquired about the shooting of the Victim during his interview with 

Donovan. After Donovan gave his statement at HPD, he was arraigned by a Cabell County 

Magistrate and released on a personal recognizance bond and released. (Appx. Vol. I pg. 14-15) 

Ten days later, the pending felony charges were dismissed and he was never subsequently Indicted. 

(Appx. Vol. I pg. 16). 

''The Getaway" 

The prosecution called witness Julie Eplion ("Julie") to establish Petitioner had fled 

Huntington on the night of the shooting The point of the testimony was to prove that Petitioner 

was guilty of the shooting because he fled the area after its occurrence. 
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Julie and Petitioner had dated off and on for about a month prior to the November 11,2007, 

shooting. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 253). On the night of the shooting, Julie testified that she started 

receiving a large number of phone calls from Q starting around 8:00 p.m. (Appx. Vol. III pgs. 255, 

258). Julie didn't answer the calls at first because she was hanging out with friends. (Appx. Vol. 

III pg. 259). When she finally answered Q's calls she stated Q wanted her to pick him up from the 

Rt. 60 Strike Zone Bowling Alley and take him to his cousin Brandon's house. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 

259). 

Julie picked Q up at the bowling alley a little after 9:00 p.m. and she was surprised to see 

that Q was already with Brandon when she arrived. When Q got into her car he stated that he no 

longer wanted to go to Brandon's house because there were cops in the area. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 

261). According to Julie's testimony, they ended up driving around town for awhile. (Appx. Vol. 

III pg. 262). During the drive Julie testified Q was acting nervous. When she asked him why, he 

told her that he couldn't tell her because she didn't want him to judge him. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 

262). At some point during the drive Julie testified that Q began making and receiving calls from 

a girl in Columbus to facilitate a pick-up. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 263). Eventually, Julie dropped Q 

off at McDonald's on Hal Greer Blvd., and that was the last she saw of Q. 

Petitioner did not dispute the majority of Julie's testimony, but added context to why he 

didn't want to go back near his cousin's house and why he wanted to get out of Huntington. 

Petitioner testified that Brandon's girlfriend informed them while they were at the bowling alley 

that Slim had been shot. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 540). Petitioner testified that because he was on parole 

and couldn't be out of the State of Ohio, that any police questioning would not be good. Therefore, 

he made arrangements to leave Huntington. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 541). Regardless, Q did leave for 

Columbus that night. 
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''The CSI Investigation" 

When HPD Detectives discovered the Victim's lifeless body, his pants had been halfway 

removed and it appeared that someone had rifled through his pockets. (Appx. Vol. IV pgs. 300, 

303,304,305). Detectives also found an entry and exit wound in his armpits, and a 9-millimeter 

shell-casing with the Victim's blood on it. (Appx. Vol. III pgs. 298-303, 313). According to Officer 

Stephen Compton of HPD, an empty plastic bag and a pair of dice were also recovered near the 

Victim's body. (Appx. Vol. III pgs. 298-303).1 Finally, Crime Scene Investigator Compton lifted 

eight (8) bloody footwear impressions left on the asphalt, which were leading east away from the 

Victim's body. (Appx. Vol. IV pgs. 317, 347,348). 

''The Timberland Boots" 

As alluded to, after the Victim was shot, his blood pooled and apparently ended upon the 

bottom of the perpetrator's footwear. The shooter then left impression evidence of the lug 

characteristics from his or her shoes on the asphalt near the Victim's body. Detectives thus seized 

several pairs of shoes from various suspects as part of their investigation into the shooting, 

including a pair of size 8 Timberland Boots found at Petitioner's mother's house near Columbus, 

Ohio. 

In particular, Lieutenant Rocky Johnson with the HPD testified that he found and collected 

two pairs of Timberland Boots inside of Petitioner's mother's house on December 3,2007, while 

executing a search warrant. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 385). He testified that the boots were found within 

the bedroom at the top of the stairway to the left. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 386). However, Lieutenant 

The Prosecution eventually claimed that Slim's body was rolled over by Petitioner; his pants were pulled 
down by Petitioner; a baggy containing drugs was removed from his anus by Petitioner; and his pant pockets were 
rifled through by Petitioner. However, none of Petitioner's fingerprints were discovered at the crime scene. (Appx. 
Vol. III pgs. 310-313). The officers also conducted a forensic investigation of two cars being driven by witnesses who 
transported the Petitioner on the night of the shooting but found no traces of Slim's blood in either car. (Appx. Vol. 
III, pgs. 349-352). 
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Johnson testified that Petitioner's room was the bedroom at the top of the stairwell to the right and 

the room to the left was Petitioner's little brother's room. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 391-392). 

Importantly, no witness testified that the size 8 Timberland boots were Petitioner's. 

The size 8 Timberland boots were later tested with a special chemical to determine if there 

was any blood residue on the boots. The tests for blood on the size 8 Timberland boots came back 

negative for any blood residue. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 356). 

Witness Kevin McDowell of the State Police Crime Laboratory was also called as an expert 

witness to connect the size 8 Timberland boots with the eight (8) shoe impressions left at the scene. 

Mr. McDowell testified that of the eight (8) impressions taken, only three (3) had enough clarity 

to be meaningful. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 409). Mr. McDowell also testified that other shoes that had 

been collected and submitted were eliminated as having no evidentiary value except for the right 

size 8 Timberland boot. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 410). 

Crucially, Mr. McDowell testified that the lug characteristics of the right size 8 Timberland 

boot might matched the tread characteristics of three (3) shoe impressions left at the scene. He did 

not testify that it was a definitive match, but rather only stated the size 8 Timberland boots could 

possibly be the same boot that left the tread markings. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 419-421). He further 

admitted he could not rule out larger sized boots as having left the impression marks, and that he 

could not even definitively state that the tread patterns were from Timberland Boots. (Appx. Vol. 

III pg. 420-423). 

''The Conviction" 

Petitioner, at 25 years old, was convicted of First-Degree Murder after a jury trial 

concluding on July 31, 2008. He was subsequently sentenced to life in prison without the 

possibility of parole on August 1,2008. 
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''Discovery of Brady Material" 

After Petitioner's conviction it was discovered that the State withheld exculpatory 

evidence. On July 27,2008, the day prior to trial, Detective McMillian traveled to Erin's in hopes 

that she would corroborate Antonio's story that Petitioner was the big loser. She didn't. That day, 

Erin gave a full statement to Det~ctive McMillian describing that Q was not the big loser of the 
I 

dice game and he did not leave angry wanting his gun. Erin told Detective McMillian that it was 

Slim who lost money and it was Slim who was upset about not getting the opportunity to win it 

back before Qleft the house. In other words, Erin's testimony completely corroborated Petitioner's 

version of the events occurring at Erin's house and directly contradicted Antonio's version. This 

clearly exculpatory statement was never turned over to the defense prior to trial and Erin was never 

put on any witness list. 

S~YOFARGUMENT 

I. 	 The Trial Court Erred in Denying Petitioner's Motion for New Trial Based upon the 
Prosecutions Failure to Turn Over Exculpatory Brady Evidence. 

On July 28, 2007, Detective Cass McMillan of the Huntington Police Department 

interviewed Erin concerning the events of a dice game held at her home a couple days prior to Mr. 

Sirmons' shooting. This interview was conducted the day before trial wherein Erin informed 

Detective McMillian that Petitioner was not upset at the dice game, did not lose any money, and 

did not leave angry wanting his gun. This statement directly contradicted the entire theory of the 

prosecutions case and specifically contradicted witness Antonio's trial testimony as to what 

happened at Erin's home that evening. Antonio testified that Petitioner was the big loser and that 

he left upset wanting a firearm. This testimony was clearly eXCUlpatory in nature and was not 

provided to the defense prior to trial. The eXCUlpatory information was material in that Erin's 
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statement corroborated the Petitioner's defense at trial and completely contradicted the testimony 

relied upon by the State to establish Petitioner's motive for committing the crimes. In other words, 

this statement disqualifies premeditation evidence. Pursuant to Brady and Youngblood the 

conviction should be reversed. 

II. 	 The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible Hearsay Evidence in Violation of the 
Confrontation Clause. 

During cross-examination of the Petitioner, the prosecution asked the following question: 

"Would it surprise you if your mother told the police that the light brown boots were yours when 

they executed the search warrant?" The Prosecution then went on to suggest that a witness actually 

testified that the Petitioner's mother told the police the boots were his; however no such witness 

testified anything about what Mr. Peterson's mother told the police. This statement was false and 

no such testimony was taken. Even if it was taken, the statement is inadmissible hearsay in 

violation of Petitioner's Confrontation Clause rights. Additionally, this type of cross-examination 

has been specifically held to misconduct. 

III. 	 The Prosecution Improperly Argued Propensity Evidence 

Under 404(a) of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence, a prosecutor cannot place a 

Defendant's bad character in evidence unless the Defendant places his own good character in 

evidence first. The prosecution can offer evidence of the Defendant's bad character to rebut the 

Defendant's evidence of good character. Even then, the Court should give a limiting instruction 

concerning the proper use of character evidence as only being introduced to rebut the assertion the 

Defendant has good character. This is because regardless of the good or bad character evidence 

submitted, the evidence of bad character is not submitted to prove the Defendant acted in 

conformity with his bad character on the particular occasion. It is simply submitted into evidence 

to rebut the offering of good character evidence. This is the usual scenario. 
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The scenario in Petitioner's case is different. For some unknown reason, Defense counsel 

solicited evidence of the Petitioner's bad character and criminal history on direct examination of 

Petitioner. In doing so, he opened the door for the prosecutor to question Petitioner regarding the 

facts and circumstances of his bad character and prior criminal history. However, for the same 

reasons rebuttal bad character evidence doesn't come in as propensity evidence, opening the door 

to your own bad character does not give the prosecutor free and unlimited ability to argue the bad 

character as propensity evidence. In other words, the evidence can certainly come in to evidence 

to show the defendant had bad character and committed certain crimes, but the prosecution cannot 

take the next step and argue to the jury that because the Defendant has bad character he committed 

the crime charged. This is what happened in this case. 

Over and over again the prosecutor improperly argued to the jury that Petitioner had to 

have committed this crime because he was a seven-time drug-dealing felon. This was improper. 

IV. The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible 404(a) Evidence. 

The prosecution introduced inadmissible 404(a) evidence by asking witness Julie if she 

knew Petitioner to carry a gun. During Ms. Eplion's cross-examination by the defense she was 

asked the whether she saw Petitioner with guns when she was with him on the night of the shooting 

and Julie stated she did not. In asking Julie about Petitioner having a gun on the night in question, 

defense counsel was contesting witness Donovan earlier testimony that he saw Petitioner going 

back into the alley with two guns before Slim was killed. In response to this, the Prosecution 

solicited testimony regarding whether Julie generally knew Petitioner to carry guns. (Q. Now, Mr. 

Laishley asked you if you saw him with a gun that night and you said no? A. Right. Q. Have you 

ever seen him with a gun? A. Yes, I had seen him with a gun before.). The testimony is properly 

barred by Rule 404(a) of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence. 
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v. 	 Antonio's Testimony that Slim ''Told Me (Antonio) Sunday They Were Going to 
Throw Dice Against. It was Rematch Day." Was Extremely Prejudicial Hearsay. 

The prosecution solicited testimony from Antonio that he and Slim were together the day 

after the dice game at Erin's house. The Prosecution did so because it was attempting to establish 

that the Petitioner had demanded a rematch to win his money back. Therefore, the Prosecution 

asked Antonio to tell the jury what conversations that he and Slim had about a rematch. Antonio 

testified that Mr. Slim "[t]old [Antonio] Sunday they were going to throw dice again. It was 

rematch day." This statement is hearsay under Rule 801 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence, 

barred by Rule 802 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence and does not qualify as a hearsay 

exception under Rule 804 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence. Due to his death, Mr. Slim was 

an unavailable witness at trial; however, the statement allegedly made by Slim does not qualify as 

a "statement under the belief of imminent death" nor was it a "statement against interest" and 

therefore, should have been barred. 

VI. 	 The Prosecution Improperly Argued Personal Beliefs and Vouched for Witness 
Credibility . 

The following remarks made by the prosecution improperly argued and vouched for the 

credibility of the witnesses: 

1. 	 "And Antonio told you that he heard the defendant say, "I wish I had my gun." "Well, if it 

wasn't believable before today that that statement was made, I submit to you it sure is 

believable now when the defendant, we know, has three felony convictions for weapons 

possession. If there is on thing that was said in this trial that is believable not, 1 submit it is 

that. "I wish 1 had my gun." Because it's obvious that Quinton Peterson likes his gun or 

guns." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 632). 
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2. "Well, Ladies and Gentlemen, he never, ever saw anybody else back there but the 

defendant and Phillip or "Slim". I submit to you that what the defendant said is just 

unbelievable." Incredible." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 633). 

3. 	 "But I would submit to you if he was just trying to help himself, he could have made up 

any other number of stories that didn't have to involve Quinton Peterson. He told the truth." 

(Appx. Vol. IV pg. 642). 

4. 	 "Each of them have a part to play to put the puzzle together, and when asked they told the 

truth." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 658). 

5. 	 "As he told you, telling the truth, coming in here and testifying has actually made things a 

little tense between he and his sister, not better. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 660). 

6. 	 "If he was just going to make something up, he wouldn't have said "Q'" s name. He would 

have made up something else. He told you the truth." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 660). 

7. 	 "But under the truth there wasn't anybody else to see it." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 662). 

Because the Court recognized the constant interjection of the prosecution's personal 

beliefs, the Court had to inform the jury that argument of personal belief was not proper. 

VII. The Prosecution Argued False Evidence to the Jury 

The prosecution improperly stipulated and argued false evidence to the Jury regarding 

witness Donovan criminal history. During the cross-examination of state witness Donovan, the 

Defense was attempting to explore the disposition of certain felony offenses Donovan had pending 

at the time he gave a statement against Petitioner. The defense was attempting to show that certain 

offenses got dismissed in favor of Donovan's cooperation with the investigation. However, the 

prosecution falsely interjected and stipulated that one of Donovan's offenses was a simple 

obstruction charge - a misdemeanor. In closing the prosecution argued that misdemeanors get 
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dismissed all the time in favor of more severe charges. However, Donovan never had obstruction 

charges; Donovan had Felony charges for Possession with Intent to Deliver Controlled Substances. 

This false information had an affect on the jury because during deliberations the sent out questions 

for the judge and one of them was: "What was Donovan's charges? Obstruction and what?" 

Being convicted on false evidence is a violation of due process. 

VIII. 	 Cumulative Error. 

Petitioner was denied the fundamental right to a fair trial based on the above-captioned 

errors. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

Petitioner requests oral argument. This case qualifies for oral argument under Rule19(1) as 

a case involving assignments of error in the application of settled law. 

ARGUMENT 

I. 	 The Trial Court Erred in Denying Petitioner's Motion for New Trial Based upon the 
Prosecution Failure to Turn Over Exculpatory Brady Evidence. 

Antonio's trial testimony that Slim was the big winner of the first dice game at Erin's was 

used by the Prosecution to establish motive for killing Slim. Testifying that Petitioner left Erin's 

house upset and wishing he had his gun only help demonstrate the murder was premeditated. This 

testimony implied that because Q was a sore loser, he would be ready to kill if he lost the rematch. 

Antonio, however, wasn't the only witness available to testify as to what happened at Erin's house. 

Erin was there. And Erin's story contradicted Antonio's. 

a. 	 Who is Erin? 
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During trial, the jury repeatedly heard the name Erin in relation to the first dice game. In 

fact, the jury sent out questions during deliberations asking "Who is Erin?" and "Where does she 

live?" (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 670). What the jury was wondering was why Erin wasn't called to testify 

when they heard so much about her? The answer, the State couldn't call Erin to testify because it 

knew her story completely destroyed the State's case. 

On July 27,2008, the day prior to trial, Detective McMillian traveled to Erin's house in 

hopes that she would corroborate Antonio's version of events. She didn't. That day, Erin gave a 

full statement to Detective McMillian describing Petitioner as the winner of the dice game, not the 

loser. Erin told Detective McMillian that it was Slim who lost money. Erin further advised it was 

Slim who was upset about not getting the opportunity to win his money back before Petitioner left 

the house. In other words, Erin's testimony completely corroborated Petitioner's version and 

directly contradicted Antonio's version. Incredibly, this clearly exculpatory statement was never 

turned over to the defense prior to trial and Erin was never put on any witness list. On March 20, 

2012, Petitioner's appointed appellate attorney filed a Motion for New Trial on the grounds of both 

newly discovered evidence and evidence which should have been turned over as exculpatory 

pursuant to State v. Youngblood, 650 S.E.2d 119; 221 W.Va. 20 (2007). The Motion finally came 

on for hearing on December 12,2012. Erin's testimony was taken, as was Detective McMillian's 

concerning the statement given on July 27, 2008. The Court entered its Order of March 11, 2013, 

denying a new trial. The Court did so in error as this was clearly a Brady violation. 

b. The Brady Standard. 

''There are three components of a constitutional due process violation under Brady v. 

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963), and State v. Hatfield, 169 W.Va. 

191; 286 S.E.2d 402 (1982): (1) the evidence at issue must be favorable to the defendant as 
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exculpatory or impeachment evidence; (2) the evidence must have been suppressed by the State, 

either willfully or inadvertently; and (3) the evidence must have been material, i.e., it must have 

prejudiced the defense at trial." Syl. pt. 2, State v. Youngblood, 650 S.E.2d 119,221 W.Va. 20 

(2007). 

i. 	Erin's Statement Is Favorable to Petitioner as Exculpatory or 
Impeachment Evidence. 

There is no question Erin's statement, given to Detective McMillian the day before 

Petitioner's trial, was both highly exculpatory and impeachment evidence. Not only did it directly 

contradict the events described by Antonio, it cast doubt on the credibility of the State's entire 

case. A comparison of Antonio's trial testimony to Erin's Motion for New Trial testimony 

exemplifies the eXCUlpatory/impeachment nature of the evidence. 

As outlined above, according to Antonio, Slim was the big winner of the dice game and Q 

was the big loser. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 105). Antonio testified that Q lost approximately $400 to $500 

the night of the first dice game at Erin's house. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 105). Antonio testified that Slim 

was winning Q's money and Slim became rather boisterous and loud toward Q. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 

105). This caused Q to become so upset that a verbal confrontation began which almost escalated 

into a fist fight. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 106). Antonio told the jury that Q said, "Damn, I wish I had my 

gun." as he was leaving Erin's house. (Appx Vol. II pg. 107). Finally, Antonio claimed that Slim 

had advised he was giving Petitioner a rematch the night before the shooting. 

In contrast, Erin testified that Qwon the dice game played at her house, not Slim. (Appx. 

Vol. V pg. 7). She stated that Q won about $100.00 and that Slim was the one upset about this. 

(Appx. Vol. V pgs. 7-8). Specifically, she stated that Slim said "Oh, really, you are not going to 

let me - or give me a chance to make up or get my Hundred Dollars back?" "Like, go on with that 

bitch-ass-shit. Take my bitch-ass One Hundred Dollars." (Appx. Vol. V pg. 10). 
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Erin further stated she told Detective McMillian that no threats were made and that she did 

not observe any guns." (Appx. Vol. V pg. 10). Importantly, Erin stated she did not hear Q say 

"Damn, I wish I had my gun," and Erin was the one who walked Q to the door. (Appx. Vol. V pg. 

15). Finally, Erin testified that after she answered Detective McMillian questions, it was obvious 

that he didn't like the answers because Detective McMillian stated something about someone was 

lying through his teeth. (Appx. Vol. V pg. 19). Detective McMillian had to be referring to Antonio 

because he was the only other "his" at the dice game available to make a statement. 

Had the defense received this evidence prior to trial, Antonio's version of events would 

have been severely undermined. Thus, this evidence was clearly both exculpatory and 

impeachment. This is especially true considering the evidence of gambling losses was used to 

demonstrate the killing was premeditated and demonstrative of first-degree murder. 

Additionally, Youngblood instructs the Court is to accept Erin's testimony and not 

Detective McMillian's. In Youngblood, the Court accepted Ms. Miles' specific testimony of her 

interactions with Trooper A.T. Peer regarding exculpatory information versus Trooper A.T. Peer's 

lack of recollection. The Court stated that "Brady nor Hatfield yield to a claim of failed 

recollections." [d. at 130. In this case, Erin's testimony, as noted above, was detailed as to the 

specifics of what she told Detective McMilian. On the other hand, Detective McMillian testified 

he could not recall the gist of the conversation or what was said. (Appx. Vol. V pg. 24). Although 

he agreed with leading questions from the prosecutor that Erin didn't tell him anything different 

from what Antonio told him, it was clear he had no recollection of what was said. Therefore, we 

must take Erin's eXCUlpatory version of events as accurate. 

ii. 	Erin's Statement was Suppressed by the State as a Detective's 
Knowledge of the Statement is Imputed to the Prosecutor. 
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We know for a fact that Erin was never placed on a witness list (Appx. Vol. I pgs. 1-5); we 

know for a fact that Erin was never issued a subpoena prior to trial (Appx. Vol. I pgs. 1-5); and we 

know for a fact that Detective McMillian spoke with Erin for the first time the day before trial. 

(Appx. Vol. V pg. 23). Therefore, the only time that the State could have disclosed Erin and/or her 

statement, was the day before trial. This was the exact circumstance as in State v. Hawk, 222 W.Va. 

248 (2008) where the court found the second prong of Brady satisfied where the State did not tum 

over evidence until the evening before trial. Seefn 2. Even assuming the exculpatory nature was 

actually disclosed, the fact that it wasn't disclosed until the day before trial is enough to satisfy the 

second prong of Brady, as it did in Hawk. 

However, the exculpatory information wasn't disclosed at all. First, Detective McMillian 

had no recollection whether or not he told the prosecutor what Erin said. When asked, Detective 

McMillian stated "I am sure- I mean,ifl did I did. I don't-that's been four year ago." (Appx. Vol. 

V pg. 32). Beyond Detective McMillian's recollection, the trial record makes clear that nothing 

exculpatory was disclosed to the defense. On the eve of trial, the Prosecutor advised Petitioner's 

counsel the State would be calling Antonio to testify at the trial. Additionally, the Prosecutor 

disclosed that Detectives had spoken about the things going on at Erin's but that they would not be 

calling Erin to testify. As trial began the next day, Petitioner's counsel brought up that he was given 

this new information on the even of trial. In fact, referencing Youngblood, Petitioner's attorney 

asked the Prosecutor if there was anything exculpatory about Erin's interview with detectives. The 

following conversation occurred on the record: 

Prosecutor: No, I disclosed things yesterday and things going on at Erin's. 

Defendant's Counsel: And she is not being called as a witness? 

Prosecutor: That's right. 
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Defendant's Counsel: We do know where she is. She was disclosed to us and we agree 

there is nothing there. I thought we need to clean that up. There is no exculpatory evidence that 

you know of Mr. Chiles? 

Prosecutor: No. 

As argued above, there was major, game-changing exculpatory evidence with regard to 

Erin's statement to Detective McMillian. Erin clearly advised Det. McMillian, who was 

interviewing witnesses for the very purpose of Petitioner's trial, that the State's theory behind the 

shooting was completely false. But when the Prosecutor was directly asked if Erin's statement 

contained exculpatory evidence, he answered negatively, thus proving the information regarding 

Erin was suppressed. 

By responding "no" to defense counsel's exculpatory evidence question, one of two things 

happened: 1) either Detective McMillian told the Prosecutor about Erin's statement and the 

Prosecutor intentionally failed to turn it over; or 2) Detective McMillian did not tell the Prosecutor 

about Erin's statement. Whether it's one or the other, it doesn't matter. This Court has clearly and 

explicitly held that "[a] police investigator's knowledge of evidence in a criminal case is imputed 

to the prosecutor. [In fact] a prosecutor's duty under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83,83 S.Ct. 

1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963), and State v. Hatfield, 169 W.Va. 191; 286 S.E.2d 402 (1982) 

includes disclosure of evidence that is known only to a police investigator and not to the 

prosecutor." Syl. pt. 1, State v. Youngblood, 650 S.E.2d 119,221 W.Va. 20 (2007). See also, 

Powell v. United States, 880 A.2d 248,254 (D.C.2005) (''The government also concedes that the 

prosecutor's lack of actual knowledge, and therefore any bad faith, is not relevant to the Brady 

analysis. As the government points out in its brief, the MPD and the FBI were part of the 

government team and their knowledge is imputed to the prosecutors."). 
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Finally, the prosecutor's negative response to counsel's question regarding exculpatory 

information explains why Petitioner' attorney didn't request a continuance. By answering no, the 

Prosecutor informed Petitioner's counsel there was no exculpatory evidence. A defense attorney 

is entitled to rely on a prosecutor's representations regarding evidence, especially in a case with 

an open-file agreement with regard to discovery. By making the open-file agreement, the state has 

agreed to provide the defense with all information. 

iii. Erin's Statement was Material. 

Under the holding of Youngblood, to have a Brady violation worthy of overturning the 

verdict, the evidence that was suppressed must be material. "Evidence is material only if there is 

a reasonable possibility that, had the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the result of the 

proceeding would have been different. A "reasonable probability' is a probability sufficient to 

undermine confidence in the outcome." State v. Youngblood, 650 S.E.2d 119,131 (quoting State 

v. Fortner, 182 W.Va. 345, 353, 387 S.E.2d 812,820 (1989). Further, "[a] showing of materiality 

does not require demonstration by a preponderance that disclosure of the suppressed evidence 

would have resulted ultimately in the defendant's acquittal." Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S 419,434 

(1995). Rather all that is required is a "showing that the favorable evidence could have reasonable 

be taken to put the whole case in such a different light as to undermine confidence in the verdict." 

[d. 

The failure to disclose Erin's statement was not doubt material in this case. As stated 

above, the prosecution established the motive for Slim's killing through Antonio's testimony. The 

prosecution used Antonio's testimony as the exposition and rising action of the story. Without it, 

there would have been no revenge explanation as to why Q killed Slim. There would have also 

been no evidence on the premeditation necessary for a First-Degree Murder conviction. Moreover, 
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Erin's testimony completely contradicts Antonio's story and corroborates Petitioner's version of 

the story. 

Further, the prosecution went to great lengths in closing to highlight the importance of 

Antonio's testimony and the fact that it was not disputed by anyone other than Petitioner. The 

prosecution referred to Antonio at least seven (7) times during its closing in order to establish 

Antonio's importance and that he was telling the truth: 

(1) 	"We have Antonio Smith telling you that before this murder about the dice game a few 
days before at Erin's house."(Appx. Vol. IV pg. 630). 

(2) "Did Antonio Smith have anything to gain or lose when he came into this court?" (Appx. 
Vol. IV pg. 630). 

(3) "Antonio Smith also told you that before the murder because of that dice game when he
when the defendant lost Three or Four Hundred Dollars that the defendant quit because he 
was out of money; that the defendant was getting angry because "Slim" or Phillip was 
maybe bragging a little bit and joking and getting the defendant a little fired up. And 
Antonio told you that he heard the defendant say, "I wish I had my gun." (Appx. Vol. IV 
pg.631). 

(4) "And we have Antonio as part of the before being with "Slim" Saturday night into early 
Sunday morning saying that the rematch was going to be Sunday. Now, how in the world 
did Antonio know that except for "Slim" telling him that? And you know what? There was 
absolutely no, nobody suggesting, nobody doing anything to suggest that Antonio was 
actually there Sunday, knew they were throwing dice or anything else. If the defendant 
himself admits those things happened it's funny how Antonio knew things on what Phillip 
told him the night before that that was going to happen. Otherwise, how would he have 
known to tell officers that? Not just here in court, but back in November of 2007." (Appx. 
Vol. IV pg 631-632). 

(5) "Antonio, again, had no reason to lie about anything? He didn't have a horse in this race." 
(Appx. Vol. IV pg. 637). 

(6) "But Antonio knew about the dice game because he was there, and he knew that the other 
one was going to happen on Sunday because "Slim" told him so Saturday night. Again, 
Antonio couldn't have made that up. He knew about it because "Slim" said it. Otherwise, 
he wouldn't have even known that it happened. But he said it was going to because "Slim" 
told him so." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 637). 

(7) "Why would Antonio make up the defendant saying "I wish I had my gun"?" (Appx. Vol. 
IV pg. 637)."Maybe he can explain why Antonio would lie about who won or lost in that 
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dice game. Maybe he can explain why Antonio would lie about the rematch or the street 
rule that the loser gets a rematch if he wants it. Maybe he can explain how Antonio would 
have known Saturday night that the rematch was going to take place Sunday night and how, 
indeed, Sunday there they are throwing dice again. 

The disclosure of Erin's statement would have done more than destroy the credibility of 

Antonio, it would have bolstered the credibility of Petitioner. Many of the things Petitioner says 

in his direct examination would have been corroborated by Erin's testimony. The jury was 

deprived of this. For example, Petitioner stated that he actually won some money from Slim and 

that he left without any threats or incidents. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 516). Now we know Erin 

corroborated this. With her at trial, the Prosecutor would not have been able to ask why Petitioner 

was the only one with the version of events that showed that he did not shoot Slim. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we know the jury factored Erin's presence into their 

deliberations because they asked questions about her. Mainly, the jury wanted to know why Erin 

was not there to testify. Certainly, had Erin shown up to testify at trial, they would have ascribed 

great weight to her testimony because she was the tie-breaker between Antonio and Petitioner's 

version of the first dice game. It is clear the jury place weight into Erin's existence, thus showing 

prejudice. (See State v. Ladd,210 W.Va.413, 557 S.E.2d 820,838 (2001), where the Court looked 

to questions from the jury during deliberations in determining prejudicial effect.) 

II. 	 The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible Hearsay Evidence In Violation of the 
Confrontation Clause. 

HPD Lieutenant Rocky Johnson testified that he, along with Detective McMillian executed 

a search warrant in Columbus, Ohio at Petitioner's mother's home, Penny Peterson. (Appx. Vol. 

III pg. 385). While executing the search warrant, Lieutenant Johnson testified he found the size 8 

Timberland boots in a bedroom at the top of the stairs to the left. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 392). He 

acknowledged that Petitioner's bedroom was at the top of the stairs to the right, and that the room 
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to the left was Petitioner's little brother's room. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 392). Importantly, Lieutenant 

Johnson never testified that Penny Peterson, Petitioner's mother, told him the size 8 Timberland 

Boots were Petitioner's. It simply never happened. 

In spite of this, the prosecution, through cross-examination of Petitioner, represented that 

Lieutenant Johnson specifically testified Penny Peterson told him the size 8 Timberland Boots 

were the Petitioner's boots. The following colloquy took place: 

Q. Would it surprise you if your mother told the police that the light brown boots were 
yours when they executed the search warrant? 

A. No, because my mom maybe - maybe not had known that those in the room were his 
or mine or just there. 

Q. I believe the testimony was that they asked your mom whose boots were these and she 
said yours; that these were your little brother's; and that these were yours; right? You heard that 
testimony? 

A. I didn't get the part where they asked her specifically whose shoes were who. 

Q. You didn't hear Detective Johnson say that? 

A. No, I heard him say that he - that the boots were mine because they were got out of my 
room. 

Q. No, sir. He said the clothes came out of your room and that both boots came out of the 
other bedroom and that your mother said the light brown boots were yours. Does that refresh your 
memory of what was testified to yesterday, sir? 

A. If I could look at my notes because I am pretty sure I wrote that down. (Appx. Vol. IV 
pg 555-556). 

The prosecutor's entire line of question regarding what Lieutenant Johnson testified to is 

inaccurate, but if it were accurate, it would be impermissible hearsay in violation of the 

Confrontation Clause of the United States Constitution. Specifically, Penny Peterson's imaginary 

statement would have been textbook Crawford/Mechling material. 

a. The Testimony was Inaccurate. 
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First, Lieutenant Johnson did not testify to what the prosecutor affirmatively says he 

testified to. Nowhere in Lieutenant Johnson's testimony does he state Penny Peterson told him the 

light brown boots were Petitioner's. "A prosecutor may argue all reasonable inferences from the 

evidence in record. It is unprofessional conduct for the prosecutor intentionally to misstate the 

evidence or mislead the jury as to the inferences it may draw." Syl. pt. 7, State v. England, 376 

S.E.2d 548 (1988). The prosecutor did not simply suggest or imply Lieutenant Johnson testified 

Penny Peterson told him those boots were Petitioner's, he affirmatively stated that was the 

testimony: "Q. No, sir. He said the clothes came out of your room and that both boots came out of 

the other bedroom and that your mother said the light brown boots were yours. Does that refresh 

your memory of what was testified to yesterday, sir?" (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 555-556). This was no 

inference by the prosecutor as to facts already before the jury as was the case in England, this was 

an outright misrepresentation of the facts to the jury. 

This exact circumstance happened in the case of U.S. v. Sanchez, 176 F.3d. 1214 (9th Cir. 

1999), where the prosecutor impeached the defendant with a statement allegedly made to 

investigators by his wife, who was not called to testify. Relying on United States v. Hall 989 F.2d 

711 (4th Cir. 1993) the Sanchez Court stated "[ilt is improper under the guise of artful cross

examination, to tell the jury the substance of inadmissible evidence." Id. at 1222; see also 

Goldsmith v. Witkowski, 981 F.2d 697, 704 (4th Cir. 1992) (prosecutor may not present 

inadmissible evidence through the "back door"); United States v. Check, 582 F.2d 688,683 (2d 

Cir. 1978) (prosecutor may not introduce inadmissible hearsay through "artful" cross

examination.). As was the case in Hall, supra, there was no evidentiary foundation or showing that 

Petitioner's mother gave such a statement, whether it was accurate, or the conditions under which 
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it was made. There is simply no evidence Penny Peterson made such a statement. Pursuant to the 

State's open-file agreement, such evidence must have been turned over to the Defense. 

b. The Imaginary Statement is Hearsay. 

Second, even if Lieutenant Johnson would have testified Penny Peterson told him that the 

light brown boots were the Petitioner's, it would have been inadmissible hearsay under 802 of the 

West Virginia Rules of Evidence because Penny Peterson was not called to testify and the only 

possible reason to offer that type of evidence would be for the truth of the matter asserted - the 

light brown boots were the Petitioner's. 

For the same reasons Lieutenant Johnson could not testify to Penny Peterson's alleged 

statement due to the hearsay violations, the prosecutor could not introduce the hearsay testimony 

through questioning that directly claims Penny Peterson made such a statement when such 

testimony does exist. Justice Cleckely, in his Handbook on Evidence for West Virginia Lawyers, 

discusses the impropriety in allowing counsel to elicit "indirect hearsay." Franklin D. Cleckley, 

Vol. II, Handbook on Evidence for West Virginia Lawyers, §8-1(A)(5)(4th ed. 2000). Justice 

Cleckley defines "indirect hearsay" by stating it is the attempt to avoid an explicit reference to an 

out-of-court statement by artful questioning." Although the prosecution's statement that Penny 

Peterson told Lieutenant Johnson the boots were the petitioner's was direct, the prosecutions way 

of getting Ms. Peterson's alleged statement into evidence was "indirect hearsay" because the 

prosecutor himself was testifying as to the hearsay statements. 

Further, no argument can be made for this statement to qualify as a hearsay exception. As 

stated above, the prosecutor laid no foundation for the statement before he introduced it through 

questioning. The record doesn't reveal when, where, how, why, or what was actually said by Mrs. 

Peterson. 
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c. Imaginary Statement in Violation of Confrontation Clause. 

Finally, the way in which the prosecutor introduced the alleged statement of Penny 

Peterson amounts to a Confrontation Clause violation. Pursuant to Crawford v. Washington, 541 

U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177 (2004) as adopted by State v. Mechling, 633 S .E.2d 311 

(2006), the "Confrontation Clause contained within the Sixth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and Section 14 of Article III of the West Virginia Constitution bars the admission of 

a testimonial statement by a witness who does not appear at trial, unless the witness is unavailable 

to testify and the accused had a prior opportunity to cross-examine the witness." Syl. pt. 6, State 

v. Mechling, 633 S.E.2d 311 (2006). Further, a "testimonial statement is, generally, a statement 

that is made under circumstances which would lead an objective witness reasonably to believe that 

the statement would be available for use at trial." Id. at Syl. pt. 7. Finally, "a witness's statement 

taken by a law enforcement officer in the course of an interrogation is testimonial when the 

circumstances objectively indicate that there is no ongoing emergency, and that the primary 

purpose of the witness's statement is to establish or prove past events potentially relevant to later 

criminal prosecution. A witness's statement taken by law enforcement officers in the course of an 

interrogation is non-testimonial when made under circumstances objectively indicating that the 

primary purpose of the statement is to enable police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency." 

Id. at Syl. pt. 9. 

Penny Peterson's imaginary statement, allegedly given to Lieutenant Johnson, that the 

boots were the Petitioner's is textbook Crawford material, if true. As explained above, the 

statement is hearsay and Penny Peterson did not appear at trial.2 The statement was given to 

Lieutenant Johnson during the execution of the search warrant well after any ongoing emergency 

2 The state didn't list Penny Peterson on its witness list nor subpoena her for trial. Surely the State would have done 
so given the magnitude of Mrs. Peterson's alleged testimony. 
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was taking place? Presumably the statement was given for the purpose of criminal prosecution as 

the investigators were trying to determine who the boots belonged to. Finally, the defense did not 

have an opportunity to cross-examine Penny Peterson's statement. Therefore, this line of 

questioning and indirect hearsay was barred under the Confrontation Clause. 

d. Defendant Made His Own Objection. 

The Petitioner should not be forced into Harmless or Plain Error analysis in this situation 

for his counsel's failure to make a simple and necessary objection. Although no lawyer, the 

Petitioner himself immediately recognized the prosecutor was misstating the facts: 

Q. I believe the testimony was that they asked your mom whose boots were these and she 
said yours; that these were your little brother's; and that these were yours; right? You heard that 
testimony? 

A. I didn't get the part where they asked her specifically whose shoes were who. 

Q. You didn't hear Detective Johnson say that? 

A. No, I heard him say that he - that the boots were mine because they were got out of my 
room. 

Q. No, sir. He said the clothes came out of your room and that both boots came out of the 
other bedroom and that your mother said the light brown boots were yours. Does that refresh your 
memory of what was testified to yesterday, sir? 

A. If I could look at my notes because I am pretty sure I wrote that down. (Appx. Vol. IV 

pg.555-556). 

This was not a one-time objection lodged by the Petitioner himself. Petition had to object 

and fight for himself for the majority of the trial as clearly trial counsel did not know the case. 

Another example of this took place on cross-examination of the Petitioner where the Prosecutor 

e. Harmless Error. 

3 The Petitioner was in custody at the time the statement was allegedly made. 
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This Confrontation Clause violation was not harmless error. The test to determine whether 

or not a constitutional error is harmless is different than regular harmless error analysis. The test 

was set out in Chapman v. State of California, 368 U.S. 18 (1967). In Chapman, the Supreme 

Court stated "[a]n error in admitting plainly relevant evidence which possibly influenced the jury 

adversely to a litigant cannot ... be conceived as harmless. [d. at 23-24. Further, they stated that 

"[t]he question is whether there is a reasonable possibility that the evidence complained of might 

have contributed to the conviction. [d. at 23, refe"ing to Fahy v. State ofConnecticut, 375 U.S. 

85 (1963). Finally, the burden of proof is upon "the beneficiary of a constitutional error to prove 

beyond a reasonable doubt that the error complained of did not contribute to the verdict obtained." 

[d. at 24. 

This Court adopted these standards and stated that "[e]rrors involving deprivation of 

constitutional rights will be regarded as harmless only if there is no reasonable possibility that the 

violation contributed to the conviction." State v. Jenkins, 195 W.Va. 620 (1995). However, the 

most detailed account of what this burden requires is stated within State v. Keesecker, 633 S.E.2d 

593,222 W.Va. 139 (2008) relying on State v. DiGuilio,491 So.2d 1129 (Fla. 1986). The DiGuilio 

case explained: 

The test is not a sufficiency-of-the-evidence, a correct result, a not clearly wrong, 
a substantial evidence, a more probable than not, a clear and convincing, or even 
an overwhelming evidence test. Harmless error is not a device for the appellate 
court to substitute itself for the trier-of-fact by simply weighing the evidence. The 
focus is on the effect of the trier-of-fact. The question is whether there is a 
reasonable possibility that the error affected the verdict. [d. at 1139. 

Applying this standard, it is impossible to say the Crawford violation had no reasonable 

possibility ofaffecting the jury verdict. The only physical evidence tying the Petitioner to the scene 

of the murder were these size 8 Timberland boots. He testified they were not his. The prosecutor 

was allowed to testify the Petitioner's own mother told the police they were his boots. When the 
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jury heard the Petitioner's mother testifies or gave statements against him, it should be considered 

prejudicial as a matter of law. 

In State of West Va. v. Seckman, 22 S.E.2d 374, 124 W.Va. 740 (W.Va. 1942), a case 

involving sexual assault, the prosecutor employed a similar tactic against the Defendant claiming 

in closing arguments that the Defendant was guilty because his wife would not take the stand to 

defend him. Blasting the Prosecutor in that case for his sly maneuvering, the Court recognized, 

"the crime of which this defendant is accused is "so revolting that it is difficult for the average jury 

to give the one accused the benefit of reasonable doubt ... It's very nature should have prompted 

the prosecuting attorney to exercise the highest degree of decorum in the conduct of the trial. No 

doubt he was zealous in the interest of the State which he represented indeed overzealous but his 

zeal was apt to have worked to defendant's prejudice." Certainly, the same holds true for Petitioner. 

Given the magnitude of the constitutional error in a murder case and the importance these 

boots had to the trial, this court can review under the plain error analysis. See State v. Lively, 226 

W.Va. 81,697 S.E.2d 117 (2010). The Court in Lively actually stated that "it behooves the Court 

to conduct a plain error analysis" when the conviction is as serious as First Degree Murder and the 

alleged error was of Constitutional magnitude. [d. at 128. The Lively Court stated that for there to 

be "plain error" there must be (1) an error; (2) that is plain; (3) that affects substantial rights; and 

(4) seriously affects the fairness, integrity, or public reputation of the judicial proceedings. [d. at 

129. As stated above, there is no question it was error for the prosecutor to introduce inaccurate 

hearsay evidence through cross-examination. Likewise, the error meets all the prongs of being 

inadmissible Crawford evidence. The error is plain because it was obvious based on existing law 

at the time of trial. See State v. Myers, 513 S.E.2d 676,204 W.va. 449 (1998) citing Syl. pt. 3, in 

part State ex rei. Morgan v. Trent, 195 W.Va. 257 (1995). The error was likewise prejudicial for 
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two reasons (1) no other witness connected these boots to the Petitioner and (2) the supposed 

testimony is false and could not be combated with any other evidence. Allowing inaccurate hearsay 

evidence to be introduced by a prosecutor through artful questioning cannot be allowed under any 

sort of fair system. 

The prosecutors conduct was improper and prejudicial. Not only did the prosecutor 

introduce the testimony through artful questioning, the prosecutor argued the statement in his 

closing to get a conviction: "The defendant's mother told the police these were his shoes, and they 

are a perfect match." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 635). 

III. Prosecution Improperly Argued Propensity Evidence. 

Under 404(a) of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence, a prosecutor cannot place a 

Defendant's bad character in evidence unless the Defendant places his own good character in 

evidence first. Then the prosecution can offer evidence of the Defendant's bad character to rebut 

the Defendant's evidence of good character. Even then, the Court should give a limiting instruction 

concerning the proper use of character evidence as only being introduced to rebut the assertion the 

Defendant has good character. This is because regardless of the good or bad character evidence 

submitted, the evidence of bad character is not submitted to prove the Defendant acted in 

conformity with his bad character on the particular occasion. It is submitted into evidence simply 

to rebut the offering of good character evidence. This is the usual scenario. 

The scenario in Petitioner's case is different. For some unknown reason, Defense counsel 

solicited evidence of Petitioner's bad character and criminal history on direct examination of the 

Petitioner. In doing so, he opened the door for the prosecutor to question the Petitioner regarding 

the facts and circumstances of Petitioner's bad character and prior criminal history. However, for 

the same reasons rebuttal bad character evidence doesn't come in as propensity evidence, opening 
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the door to your own bad character does not give the prosecutor free and unlimited ability to argue 

the bad character as propensity evidence. In other words, the evidence can certainly come in to 

evidence to show that the defendant had bad character and committed certain crimes, but the 

prosecution cannot take the next step and argue to the jury that because the Defendant has bad 

character he committed the crime charged. This is what happened in this case. 

Over and over again the prosecutor improperly argued to the jury that Petitioner had to 

have committed this crime because he was a seven-time drug dealing felon: 

"Before we have the defendant by his own admission just getting out of 
prison only fifty days before. We have the defendant by his own admission at the 
end of twenty-five years having seven felony convictions already. That's one for 
each year that he has been an adult. We have the defendant before this murder 
already having three of those convictions being for weapons violations, as well as 
tampering with evidence and other things. We have the defendant before this 
murder being drug dealer ofcrack cocaine and marijuana." (Appx. Vol. N pg. 630). 

"And Antonio told you that he heard the defendant say, "I wish 1 had my 
gun." Well, if it wasn't believable before today that that statement was made, I 
submit to you it sure is believable now when the defendant, we know, has three 
felony convictions for weapons possession. If there is one thing that was said in this 
trial that is believable now, I submit it is that. "I wish 1 had my gun." Because it's 
obvious that Quinton Peterson likes his gun or guns." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 631). 

''They showed the picture of who was telling the truth and who is lying, and 
they showed the picture of who committed the murder, who went to the weapon 
one more time. (Appx. Vol. IV pg 657). 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, this case is overwhelming. Use your reason and 
common sense. This defendant has already committed seven felonies, three with 
firearms. We now know that he as committed a fourth felony with a firearm. He 
murdered Phillip Sirmons and now he must pay." (Appx. Vol. N pg. 663-664). 

The excerpts above are textbook examples of propensity evidence. 

IV. 	 The Prosecution Introduced Inadmissible 404(a) Evidence by Asking Julie if She 
Knew Q to Carry a Gun Portraying Him as a Gun Toting Criminal. 

During Julie's cross-examination she was asked the whether she saw the Petitioner with 

guns when she was with him and Julie stated she did not. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 275). (Q. And did 
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but he did not tell you he had shot anyone? A. No, he did not. Q. And you did not see him with a 

gun. A. No, I did not. Q. You did not see him with two guns? A. No, I did not.). In asking Julie 

about the Petitioner having a gun on the night in question, defense counsel was contesting 

Donovan's earlier testimony that he saw the Petitioner going back into the alley with two guns 

before Slim was killed. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 172). In response to this, the prosecution solicited 

testimony regarding whether Julie knew the Petitioner to carry guns in the generally. (Q. Now, Mr. 

Laishley asked you if you saw him with a gun that night and you said no? A. Right. Q. Have you 

ever seen him with a gun? A. Yes, I had seen him with a gun before.). 

This testimony is properly barred by Rule 404(a) of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence. 

Rule 404(a) states that "evidence of a person's character or trait of character is not admissible for 

the purpose of proving that he or she acted in conformity therewith on a particular occasion." This 

question impermissibly attacks Petitioner's character and suggests that because Julie seen him with 

guns before that he must have had one on the night in question. This is precisely the type of 

evidence that Rule 404(a) bars. Further, at the time this testimony came into evidence, Petitioner's 

character had not been placed at issue. 

Admittedly, this type of evidence can sometimes be admitted. For example, if the 

prosecution were attempting to establish that an accused was known for carrying the particular 

type of gun used in a shooting, the evidence would become probative not for the purpose of 

attacking character, but for the purpose of connecting the dots. Or in this case, Corporal Steven 

Compton of the Huntington Police Department testified that he recovered a 9 millimeter shell 

casing at the crime scene. (Appx. Vol. III pg. 298). Arguably, therefore, the prosecution could 

have asked Julie if she knew the Petitioner to carry a 9 millimeter gun. At the very least this would 
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have shown the prosecution was making some connection between the crime and the relevant 

weapon used to carry out the crime. 

Here, the prosecution wasn't attempting to connect any dots, it was establishing that 

Petitioner was a gun totting criminal. This point is solidified when you consider the prosecution's 

closing argument wherein it repeatedly references Petitioner's ability to pull off this crime because 

of his love and connection to guns: 

"We have the defendant before this murder already having three of those 
convictions being for weapons violations, as well as tampering with evidence and 
other things." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 630). 

"Well, if it wasn't believable before today that that statement was made, I 
submit to you it sure is believable now when the defendant, we know, has three 
felony convictions for weapons possession. If there is one thing that was said in this 
trial that is believable now, I submit it is that. "I wish I had my gun." Because it's 
obvious that Quinton Peterson likes his gun or guns." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 631). 

"Y ou have heard Julie testify. You judge her credibility as to whether she 
is telling the truth, whether Antonio is telling the truth, whether Donovan is telling 
the truth, what they have to gain or lose versus his credibility - a seven-time felon 
with three of those weapons and he is just twenty-five years old." (Appx. Vol. IV 
pg.64O-641). 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, this case is overwhelming. Use your reason and 
common sense. This defendant has already committed seven felonies, three with 
firearms. He murdered Phillip Sirmons and now he must pay." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 
663). 

The inadmissible character evidence in this case is similar to, and even more general than, 

the inadmissible character evidence allowed at trial in State v. Maggard, 232 W.Va. 55 (2013). 

There, the State was allowed to solicit testimony about the defendant from the sexual assault victim 

that she "heard how he is" and "how he just wants to be with- he just wants to get one thing from 

girls" in order portray him as a sexual predator. This Court held that the testimony given by the 

victim was offered simply to insinuate that the defendant was a sexual predator. The comments 

offered in the case at bar are even more general than the testimony offered in Maggard, because 
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the testimony in Maggard could arguably have been offered as an explanation as to why the victim 

didn't want to enter the home with the defendant. 

Here, the prosecution did not tie the fact that Defendant was known to carry guns for any 

similar reason. The prosecution didn't ask Julie if Petitioner was known to carry guns to explain 

why she took any particular action. The question was asked solely to argue that Petitioner was a 

gun totting criminal as evidenced by prosecutors closing argument. 

As acknowledged in footnote 6 of Maggard, the Petitioner asks this Court to apply the 

plain error doctrine to this assignment of error pursuant to Rule 1 03( d) of the West Virginia Rules 

of Evidence and Syl. pt. 7, State v. Miller, 194 W.Va. 3 (1995). There is no question the evidence 

of Petitioner's general character of carrying a gun coupled with the prejudicial remarks in closing 

affected the substantial rights of Petitioner warranting a new trial. 

V. 	 Antonio's Testimony that Slim ''Told Me (Antonio) Sunday They Were Going To 
Throw Dice Again. It Was Rematch Day" was Extremely Prejudicial Hearsay. 

The prosecution solicited testimony from Antonio that he and Slim were together the day 

after the dice game at Erin's house. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 107). The prosecution did so because it was 

attempting to establish that Q had demanded a rematch to win his money back. Therefore, the 

prosecution asked Antonio to tell the jury what conversations that he and Slim had about a rematch. 

Antonio testified that Slim "[t]old [him] Sunday they were going to throw dice again. It was 

rematch day." (Appx. Vol. II pg. 108). This statement is hearsay under Rule 801 of the West 

Virginia Rules of Evidence, barred by Rule 802 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence and does 

not qualify as a hearsay exception under Rule 804 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence. 

Rule 801 of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence define hearsay. The relevant portions of 

the rule states: ''The following definitions apply under this article: (a) Statement. A "statement" is 

(1) an oral or written assertion or (2) nonverbal conduct of a person, if it is intended by the person 
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as an assertion. (b) Declarant. A "declarant" is a person who makes a statement. (c) Hearsay. 

"Hearsay" is a statement, other than one made by the declarant while testifying at trial or hearing, 

offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted." 

In this scenario, Slim was a declarant because he was the individual who made the 

statement. Slim's statement to Antonio that the rematch was Sunday qualifies as a "statement" 

because it was an oral assertion that there was to be a rematch. Finally, the prosecution was offering 

Slim's statement, through Antonio, to prove the truth of the matter asserted, that there was going 

to be a rematch on Sunday. 

This statement is barred from admission into evidence under Rule 802 of the West Virginia 

Rules ofEvidence which states that "[h]earsay is not admissible except as provided by these rules." 

Finally, this testimony does not qualify as a Rule 804 Hearsay Exception. Obviously, Slim was an 

unavailable witness due to his death. Therefore, he would meet Rule 804(a)(4) as being an 

unavailable witness. However, Slim's statement regarding the rematch does not qualify as a 

"Statement Under the Belief of Imminent Death" nor was it a "Statement Against Interest" under 

Rule 804(b)(4). This statement should have never reached the juries ears. 

This was not some throwaway hearsay statement that happened to be blurted out. It was an 

integral part of the prosecution's case. As stated above, the prosecution needed to set up the 

rematch. Not only was this hearsay statement solicited in testimony, it was highlighted in the 

State's closing argument: 

And we have Antonio as part of the before being with "Slim" Saturday night into 
early Sunday morning saying that the rematch was going to be Sunday." (Appx. 
Vol. IV pg. 631). "But Antonio knew about the dice game because he was there, 
and he knew that the other one was going to happen on Sunday because "Slim told 
him so Saturday night. Again, Antonio couldn't have made that up. He knew about 
it because "Slim" said it. Otherwise, he wouldn't have ever known that it happened. 
But he said it was going to because "Slim" told him so. (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 638). 
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VI. 	 The Prosecution Argued His Personal Beliefs and Vouched the Credibility of the 
Witnesses Before the Jury. 

"It is improper for a prosecutor in this State to 'assert his personal opinion as to the justness 

of a cause, as to the credibility of a witness ... or as to the guilt or innocence of the accused ... ' 

ABA Code DR 7-106(C)(4) in part." Syl. pt. 8, State v. England, 376 S.E.2d 548,180 W.Va. 342 

(1998) citing Syl. pt. 3, State v. Critzer, 167 W.Va. 655, 280 S.E.2d 288 (1981). In England the 

prosecution stated the witnesses "were here to tell the truth," and concluded by saying "I submit 

to you that that's what they did." The Court held the latter phrase "may have skirted the boarder" 

but was not deemed to be error. State v. England,376S.E.2d 548,557; 180 W.Va. 342, 352 (1988). 

The prosecutor's remarks in closing in this case were far beyond simply arguing the 

testimony. The prosecutor's remarks very directly told the jury which witnesses was telling the 

truth and which were not. The following statements were improper: 

"And Antonio told you that he heard the defendant say, "I wish I had my 
gun." "Well, if it wasn't believable before today that that statement was made, I 
submit to you it sure is believable now when the defendant, we know, has three 
felony convictions for weapons possession. If there is on thing that was said in this 
trial that is believable not, I submit it is that. "I wish I had my gun." Because it's 
obvious that Quinton Peterson likes his gun or guns." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 632). 

"Well, Ladies and Gentlemen, he never, ever saw anybody else back there 
but the defendant and Phillip or "Slim". I submit to you that what the defendant 
said is just unbelievable." Incredible." (Appx. Vol. N pg. 633). 

"But I would submit to you if he was just trying to help himself, he could 
have made up any other number of stories that didn't have to involve Quinton 
Peterson. He told the truth." (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 642). 

"Each of them have a part to play to put the puzzle together, and when asked 
they told the truth." (Appx. Vol. N pg. 658). 

"As he told you, telling the truth, coming in here and testifying has actually 
made things a little tense between he and his sister, not better. (Appx. Vol. N pg. 
660). 
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"If he was just going to make something up, he wouldn't have said "Q"'s 
name. He would have made up something else. He told you the truth." (Appx. Vol. 
IV pg. 660). 

"But under the truth there wasn't anybody else to see it." (Appx. Vol. IV 
pg.662). 

Because the Court recognized the constant interjection of the prosecution's personal 

beliefs, the Court had to inform the jury that argument of personal belief was not proper. (Appx. 

Vol. IV pg. 664). Credibility is a matter for the jury and the prosecutor's arguments invaded that 

duty. "As a general rule, a prosecutor may not express his opinion of the defendant's gUilt or his 

belief in the credibility of government witnesses." United States v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440, 1440 

(9th Cir. 1991). 

VII. 	 The Prosecution Argued False Evidence Regarding Donovan Wade's criminal 
history. 

When Donovan testified at trial, the State suggested to the jury that he had only one pending 

felony at the time he was revoked on probation. The following direct examination took place: 

Q. Have I or anybody else from the State of West Virginia made you any promises 

whatsoever in exchange for your testimony here today? 

A.No. 

Q. You had at least one other - one other felony charge pending when you pled just to your 

probation violation; is that right? 

A. Yes, that's correct. 

Q. And that was dismissed when the Judge reimposed your prison sentence on this charge? 

A. Right. Right. 

Q. Not because of any agreement for testimony or anything? 

A. No. (Vol. III., pg. 155-156). 
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Following this testimony, the Defense attempted to explore the nature of Donovan's 

pending felonies at the time that he was revoked on probation. However, prior to allowing the 

Defense to sort out how many pending felonies Donovan had and what the felonies were for, the 

prosecution interjects a vague stipulation stating "We will stipulate that that's the case." The 

following cross-examination took place: 

Q. Okay. Now, had given this statement - You have a statement -

A. Dh-Huh. 

Q. - to Detective McMillian? 

A. Dh-huh. 

Q. This was a couple of weeks after this happened? Two, three weeks later? 

A. I suppose. 

Q. Well, I mean, if I told you the statement was November 29th , would that sound about 

right to you? 

A. I am not really for sure the date, but I take your word, though. I am not really for sure 

the date to be honest. To be honest. 

Q. That sounds about right? 

A. Yeah. Yeah. 

Q. And the circumstances of you giving that statement was that they were - they rolled up 

on you? 

A. Dh-huh. 

Q. Did they have active warrants on you? 

A. Dh-huh. 

Q. And do you recall how many active warrants they had on you? 
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A. I am not for sure. 

Q. Did they mention the probation violation? 


A.No. 


Q. Just a couple of warrants? 


A.Yea. 


Q. You think one of them was for controlled substance -


A.I-


Q. -Possession? 

A. I am not sure. I am not sure. I am not sure. Could have been. Could have been. I am not 

for sure. You know what I'm saying? I really don't recall. 

Q. Or an obstruction? 

Mr. Chiles: We will stipulate that that's the case. 

Mr. Laishely: 

Q. And do you know what happened to those warrants? 

A. I think - was it dismissed? Was it dismissed? 

Q. Dismissed? 

A. Vh-huh. 

Q. Both of them? 

A. I think so. 

Q. And they were dismissed after you gave this statement? 

A. Yeah. Yeah. (Appx. Vol. II pg. 187-189). 

The interesting part of the prosecution's stipulation is that it stipulated that one of the 

charges dismissed against Donovan was a misdemeanor obstruction charge. The reason this 
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stipulation is interesting is because Donovan never had a pending obstruction charge. As outlined 

in the statement of facts, the pending warrants dismissed against Donovan were two felony 

warrants for Delivering Controlled substances, not an obstruction charge. (Appx. Vol. I pgs. 12

13). Why does this matter and how did the prosecution argue false evidence? Because the 

prosecution made the following argument to the jury in closing regarding the nonexistent 

obstruction charge: 

Mr. Lashley wants to make a big thing about these two warrants going away, but 
one of those two warrants was a misdemeanor. Obstruction of a police officer is 
only a misdemeanor, folks. And with our prison system as crowded as they are, 
someone is not going to get a consecutive sentence on a new drug charge. It is very 
common for one pending charge to be dismissed in exchange for a plea to 
something else and the person going off to prison. That's the way the system works. 
And it's not anything because of any big deal or pie in the sky fantasy. (Appx. Vol. 
IV pg. 659). 

A prosecuting attorney cannot stipulate to and then argue facts that are untrue before the 

jury. The prosecution cannot hide behind whether it actually knew or didn't know there was a 

pending obstruction charge. Of all the roles in the judicial system, the prosecutor would know best 

what charges are valid given a prosecutor's role is to administer the charges. In this case, the 

prosecutor committed error by arguing Donovan had a simple misdemeanor when in fact he had 

two felonies. 

''The prosecuting attorney occupies a quasi-judicial position in the trial of a criminal case. 

In keeping with this position, he is required to avoid the role of a partisan, eager to convict, and 

must deal fairly with the accused as well as the other participants in the trial. It is the prosecutor's 

duty to set a tone of fairness and impartiality, and while he may and should vigorously pursue the 

State's case, in so doing he must not abandon the quasi-judicial role with which he is cloaked 

under the law." Syl. pt. 6, State v. England, 376 S.E.2d 548,180 W.Va. 342 (1988). "A prosecutor 

may argue all reasonable inferences from the evidence in the record. It is unprofessional conduct 
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for the prosecutor to misstate the evidence or mislead the jury as to the inferences it may draw." 

Id. at Syl. pt. 7. 

Being convicted in part on false evidence is a violation of due process. Syl. pt. 2, 

Investigation o/West Virginia State Police Crime Laboratory, Serology Div., Matter 0/,438 S.E2d 

502, 190 W.Va. 321 (1993) (Although it is a violation of due process for the State to convict a 

defendant based on false evidence, such a conviction will not be set aside unless it is shown that 

false evidence had a material effect on the jury verdict.). The prosecution in this case argued and 

misstated facts regarding Donovan's non-existent obstruction charge. This is no small detail. After 

some time of deliberations, the jury sent out questions for the judge and one of them was: "What 

was Donovan's charges? Obstruction and what?" (Appx. Vol. IV pg. 670). Clearly, this evidence 

had an impact on the jury verdict negating any harmless error analysis. See State v. Ladd, 210 

W.va. 413, 557 S.E2d 820, 838 (2001) where the Court looked to the questions from the jury 

during deliberations in determining prejudicial effect. 

VIII. Cumulative Error. 

This Court holds "[w ] here the record of a criminal trial shows that the cumulative effect of 

numerous errors committed during the trial prevented the defendant from receiving a fair trial, his 

conviction should be set aside, even though anyone of such errors standing alone would be 

harmless error." Syl. Pt. 5, State v. Smith, 156 W.Va. 385,193 S.E.2d 550 (1972). The cumulative 

nature of the above-captioned violations deprived Petitioner of the right to a fair trial. 

CONCLUSION 

Wherefore based on the above, Petitioner Quinton Peterson, respectfully requests this 

Court grant him a new trial. 
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